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DC workers Caitlin Casto and Rayne Rumple pose in front of Taquería.

Changes unveiled for DC
and new Campus Center
Becca Robb
News Co-Editor

Splashes of fresh paint cover the
walls and new signs hang above familiar venues at the DC. When you
grab a square white plate and drizzle marinara sauce over your pasta,
you might forget that you’re standing

in a college cafeteria.
“It’s destination dining,” Director of
Dining Services Matt Riley said. “In a
sense, we can think of each venue as
a mini-restaurant. . . . We’re adding
variety without adding hundreds of
different venues.”
Taylor’s dining services are making changes in three phases, the
first one already completed during
the summer.

Phase 1 | Already completed
Most of the new venues are pre-established concepts from Taylor’s dining management partner, Creative
Dining Services (CDS). Taquería, for
example, is designed to offer Mexican cuisine.
However, Ciao Pasta is built from
the ground up. Ciao combined and
replaced the previous pasta line and
build-your-own pasta venue.
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“Before we had two pasta options that were okay, but now we’ll
have one option that is great,” Riley said.
Ciao’s menu, designed by executive chef Meg Jeffers, intends to deliver Italian cuisine. Instead of using
the same meat as the other venues,
Ciao will provide its customers with
Italian-cured meat.
Dining continues on page 2

Same service, different styles
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New campus pastor Jon
Cavanagh seeks to make
chapel services more inclusive
Cassidy Grom
News Co-Editor

Campus Pastor Jon Cavanagh plans
to make this year’s and future chapel services more diverse and inclusive for students of racial minorities,
ethnic backgrounds and various denominations.
“If you like every chapel, if every
chapel is comfortable, then I don’t think
we are doing our job,” said Cavanagh.
The newly-appointed campus pastor hopes to invite more individual
musicians to play alongside the soonto-be-established worship bands to
normalize the inclusion of different
styles of worship.
Cavanagh recognizes that the Media
Services employees setting up for the
bands need some level of consistency,
but he desires to work with several musicians to reach a broader audience. Cavanagh compared his goals of the new
worship style to local eatery Payne’s,
which is known for its ever-changing
décor. The substance of the services will
be the same, but it will be presented in
a new and different manner.

Djamina Esperance, a senior who
spent 17 years of her life in Haiti, says
she misses the energetic worship services from back home.
“I love that people can get up, dance,
clap and no one will think that they are
crazy,” she said. “I definitely miss that
part when I am here at Taylor.”
Esperance hopes international students will form chapel bands and audition to lead worship.
Felicia Case, director of Intercultural

Photograph provided by Jim Garringer

Programs, estimated that between
11 and 14 percent of students on Taylor’s campus come from diverse backgrounds. This percentage includes
international students, missionary kids,
Americans who grew up abroad and racial minorities. According to Case, this
percentage has increased by anywhere
between 5 and 8 percent since she began working at Taylor in 1995.
Not only does Cavanagh desire
to diversify the praise and worship

portion of the services, he also hopes
to invite speakers from a variety of
backgrounds.
“Without trying, if we are not careful, we get a lot of white males that
are pastors (to speak),” Cavanagh said.
“It was good to hear from women
(last year),” Case said. “I think a lot of
the women on campus were glad to
hear from women.”
Cavanagh is working with technology specialists to create an online
form where anyone can submit recommendations for chapel speakers.
The information listed on the form
will be submitted directly to Cavanagh and the members of the Community Life Committee, which is comprised
of students and faculty. Together, he
and the committee will evaluate potential speakers.
Diversity is one of the seven guiding
principles of the chapel program. Because Taylor is nondenominational,
Cavanagh is faced with the challenge
of including a spectrum of evangelical practices ranging from Southern
Baptist to Roman Catholic.
Band and ministry of the arts auditions are Sunday, Sept. 13 and Sunday,
Sept. 20 from 7 to 11 p.m. Interested
groups must sign up by today in Reade
just inside the west doors.
echo@taylor.edu
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To the right of Ciao is Homestyle.
Though in the past it mainly provided Midwestern cuisine, the management plans to expand its menu in the
upcoming weeks.
“‘Homestyle’ is different for all us
of depending on where home is,” Riley said.
Several hooded grills stand in
the northeast corner of the DC,
carrying burger patties and hotdogs: the Corner Grille. Students
can watch their food be prepared
in front of them. When the Corner Grille is finished in the next
several weeks, it will have broilers,
flat-top fryers and deep fryers to
cook specialty burgers and chicken sandwiches.
Students have expressed concern
over not having grilled chicken
available each day. The DC’s solution is to introduce a variety of proteins for students to choose from.

NEWS

“In every area there will be a solid protein, so that chicken isn’t
the only thing they have to rely
on,” Crouch said. “We know a lot
of the sports teams have to have
their proteins and we wanted to
give them other options other than
grilled chicken.”
The DC made several changes less visible than the Corner
Grille. Returning students may
have noticed the new silverware
chutes, but they may not know
that the DC replaced its dish machine this summer.
”We had a very inefficient dish machine,” said Riley. “It had been there at
least 20 years. We were having more
and more issues . . . it was time to get
a new dish machine.”
Riley estimated that the replacement cost about half a million dollars, with part of the
cost attributed to replacing the
f loor and ceiling in the dish

room. Funding for the dish machine came from the DC’s general budget and from maintenance
funds set aside from the previous machine.

Phase 2 | To be completed over J-Term
When students return from
J-term, they’ll enter a fully regenerated DC. Interaction Station will
replace Chef ’s Corner as a personalized cooking station, Nourish
will replace The Well with its proposed nutritious and health-conscious options and Decker ’s
Deli & More will offer deli meats
and sandwiches.
“It’s really to provide more variety
and more dining options, and better
thought-out dining options,” said Riley. “It will be more than just catchall lines.”
The DC staff also plans to offer more
options for those with special diets
and allergies.

“My hope is that people will rise to the level of
understanding that this is something to be shared
and is common ground for everyone to use.”
Taylor Taxis, at your service

September 11, 2015

Jeffers is working to reduce allergens in all stations and especially in
Nourish, which aims to always offer
a gluten-free or vegetarian option.
She said the DC is seeing more requests for gluten-free choices.
“Even people who aren’t gluten-free
are wanting to eat that way, which I
appreciate. But it can also be a higher dollar,” Jeffers said. “And we just
can’t do that here. We need to take
care of people who actually need to
eat that food.”
Recently, the special diet cooler was
removed from the dining room, but
it is still available upon request. The
DC plans to purchase a smaller cooler in hopes that it will help control
portion sizes.
By Spring 2016, the DC intends to
create an Allergy Awareness section
offering dishes and treats for special
diets. It will be located where the desserts are now, behind the northeast
soda fountain.
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Yellow bikes sit outside the Honors Lodge. Soon, they will be free for anyone to ride.

Taylor Taxis, at your service
You can now get to class on
time without becoming a thief
Brecken Mumford
Contributor

Next week, 25 bright yellow Taylor
Taxis will speckle campus. While
your typical yellow cabs run on four

wheels and gasoline, Taylor’s are twowheeled contraptions powered by
the rider.
The Taylor Taxi service, part of a
larger project dubbed “Up-Cycle,” is
a shared-use bike system that offers
students, staff and faculty a free, environmentally friendly way to navigate campus. All bikes used in this

program were gathered by Mike Guebert, professor of geology and environmental science, and refurbished
by students.
Over the last eight years, Guebert
has collected 400 abandoned bikes
from Taylor’s campus in hopes of reducing “bike-borrowing.” Now this
system is becoming a reality.

“We have 25 Taxis almost ready to
launch, just waiting on final signs to
be attached,” Guebert said.
The signs attached to the bikes will
include the basic rules: just grab, go
and return to a bike rack.
The taxi service is free of charge
and available to all. More rides will
be added to the fleet after the supply,

Biggest class ever
Freshman class breaks
enrollment record
Wren Haynes
Contributor

Move over, class of 2016. For three
years you were the largest freshman
class in Taylor’s history—but you’ve
been eclipsed by the class of 2019.
According to the Registrar’s Office,
519 new freshmen and 40 transfer students arrived on Welcome Weekend
from across the U.S. and the globe,
surpassing 2012’s previous record of
498. 2015 looks to be a good year for
the school.
“One of the amazing things is sometimes colleges and universities will
grow and have to trade . . . lowering an
academic standard to get more students,” said Skip Trudeau, vice president for Student Development. “But
they maintained the academic profile.
(New students) are as strong academically as ever.”
The class of 2019 includes 291

women and 228 men with an average high school GPA of 3.17. The most
popular majors include elementary
education (with 45 students), biology (35) and exercise science (30),
according to the Registrar’s Office.
The number of freshmen choosing business, English and math has
also grown.
According to Steve Mortland, vice
president for enrollment management and marketing, the record
class can be at least partially attributed to changes in Taylor’s recruitment style. In the past, the
Admissions Office primarily focused
on connecting with high school seniors who had already indicated interest in Taylor. Recently they began
working with students as early as
freshman year.
“By the time an incoming student
becomes a senior, the goal is that
they’ve been through a process that’s
called nurturing, where they’ve become more aware of who Taylor is,”
Mortland said.
Two years ago, the university also

began purchasing the names of high
school students from test-taking organizations. Oftentimes, students will
allow their names to be sent to colleges that might be interested in recruiting them.
“So this class was a class that,
two years ago . . . maybe about 100
of them we got to know because we
purchased their name and began a
process of introducing ourselves,”
Mortland said. Adding some of
these students onto last year’s class
accounts for the size difference between the two, he said.
Though having so many new
faces is exciting, uncertainty remains. After working with classes in the 400-student range for so
long, Taylor may have to make adjustments to accommodate the larger numbers.
“We had a bit of a smaller freshmen
class last year, so that provided space
in residence halls and classes,” said
Trudeau. “Now, if we have this size . . .
two, three years in a row, some of our
capacities will be challenged for sure.”

Currently, school administration
does not expect any problems with
housing or food services. But in the
coming semesters, when more students are vying for the perfect class
schedule, will some have to settle for
a less-than-perfect fit?
Not necessarily, says Associate Registrar Edwin Welch. He explains that the Registrar’s Office
strives to ensure vital classes have
enough sections.
“With the implementation of My
Taylor University Degree, we’re able
to do better predicting of what the
needs are for required courses,”
Welch said. “But one situation to
helping a (potential) scheduling situation would be more 8 a.m. classes.
Which is not always popular.”
But all these possible changes are
in the future. Today, Trudeau focuses
on the positives of the present.
“It’s a good problem to have,” he
said. “At a real simple level, I think
God’s honoring what we’re doing. And
that’s a good thing.”
echo@taylor.edu
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Phase 3 | New Campus Center
Venues at the new campus center will include Chick-fil-A, Emma &
Charlie’s (pizza and grinders), Fresh
(salad bar) and noodle bowls (name
TBD). Chick-fil-A will be a franchised
restaurant, while the other venues are
concepts from CDS.
Students may be able to use their
meal cards to access items from
each venue, as part of their pre-paid
meal plan.
“It is my understanding there will
be items in each area that a student
will be able to build a meal from,
much like they are doing now,” said
Retail Manager Brenda Christian.
But not everything in the campus
center will be new. The Grille will be
moved into the LaRita R. Boren Campus Center and Taylor’s dining services is considering opening it up to
all students, instead of only seniors
and meal-transfer students.
echo@taylor.edu
located in storage across town, is refurbished. The yellow bikes will be on
campus until around November when
the weather starts shifting.
Students around campus seem to
be responding positively to the idea
of the grab-and-go service.
“I think it’s a really great idea,” sophomore Cassie Whetstone said. “Especially for those who, because of travel,
can’t bring bikes but would like to
have one.”
Along with the taxi service, a
bike co-op is planning on opening
its doors in the spring. Located in
the garage of the Honors Lodge,
the co-op will provide opportunities for students to maintain university-owned bikes as well as help
students learn how to properly repair their own bikes. Proper tools
have been purchased from a specialty bike company, Park Tool, and
students who volunteer and work
for the co-op will be trained in the
proper use of the tools.
Many campuses across the U.S.
have attempted similar “yellow-bike”
programs with limited success, but
Guebert is confident in the program’s
success at Taylor.
“I think this could work.” he said.
“My hope is that people will rise to
the level of understanding that this is
something to be shared and is common ground for everyone to use.”
The taxi service and co-op are funded by donations made throughout the
past five years. Taylor Women’s Giving Circle gave initial funding in 2009,
making it possible to purchase tools
from Park Tool. Later in 2013 Up-Cycle received a boost in funds from the
Ball Brothers Foundation Venture.
Now, after years of planning and
talking, these bikes are getting new
wheels. While they are not finished or shiny and new as some
student-owned bikes, these refurbished rides will color campus for
years to come.
echo@taylor.edu
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Seeking sanctuary
Violence break out as
Europe deals with the
overflow of immigrants
from the Middle East
Tom Gbean
World/National Editor

Last year, President Barack Obama
issued an executive order to help
accommodate the influx of illegal
immigrants in the U.S. The Immigration Accountability Executive Order caused a controversy on Capitol
Hill because it provided asylum for
300,000 illegal immigrants already
in the U.S., Europe is facing similar
decisions as the leaders of the European Union (EU) figure out how to
handle the thousands of immigrants
fleeing from war and prosecution in
the Middle East.
While countries such as France and
Germany welcome refugees, other
countries like Hungary and Denmark
are more reluctant to open their borders to those seeking sanctuary.
CNN reports that Denmark has
gone as far as paying for ads written in Arabic to inform immigrants
of its tightened sanctions on immigration policies such as reduced
social benefits. These ads will be
published in four Lebanese newspapers and they are meant to discourage migrants from taking refuge in
the country.
Prime Minister of Hungary Viktor

Orban, also has strong views against
immigrants coming to his country. Orban suggested building a razor-wire
fence along the border of Hungary in
attempt to keep out immigrants.
At a press conference in Brussels,
Belgium, the Economist reported,
Orban said, “Without a robust defense of its external border Europe’s
internal passport-free Schengen zone
would buckle under the pressure of illicit migration.”
Orban also attacked the EU’s plan to
distribute immigrants across Europe
to help ease the economic and social
burdens of an overabundance of immigrants in a single country.
Amidst the rising casualty and hatred from anti-refugee protesters in
Austria and Hungary, the European
commission has put together a strategy that will address the issue. The
plan will determine the the amount of
immigrants each country will receive
based on objective and quantifiable
criteria such as the size of the population, the GDP, the average number
of past asylum applications, and the
unemployment rate.
The plan also includes clauses that
concern permanent relocation and
the specification of safe countries of
origins. Safe countries of origin are
countries that are part of an international human rights treaty, and have
fulfilled the “Copenhagen Criteria”
which democracy, the rule of law, human rights and respect for and protection of minorities.

Volunteers from Germany, Slovakia
and Austria have taken it upon themselves to shuttle refugees from the
Hungarian border to more welcoming
countries like France and Germany.
In response to the group’s efforts, the
Interior Ministry of Austria warned
that it is illegal to drive across the
border to Hungary, pick up a group
of migrants and transport them back
to Austria.
Other countries take a more generous approach to the problem. One
country that has been a prime leader
in finding a compassionate solution
for the migrant crisis is Germany.
It has risen to the occasion as leader of the EU’s effort to help provide
safety for migrants. Germany itself
is expected to receive 800,000 asylum seekers this year, the Economist reported. As a result, German
Prime Minister Angela Merkel has
taken on a campaign to recruit other states to open their borders. The
Baltic states and countries such as
Poland that had taken strong stances against opening their borders to
refugees now seem more empathetic
to the cause but they have not foregone. their stance on the arrival of
immigrants in their countries.
In response to the EU’s plan for refugee distribution, Prime Minister of Poland Andrzej Duda, indicated that “he
would not accept the EU’s ambitious
scheme,” according to The Guardian.
Merkel has not lost hope even
though such strong opinions exist
against her idea for EU countries to
share the responsibility for refugees.
She noted in a press release she does

“I was excited for the future, but I was
scared as well because I’d never been
away for more than a night. It was
scary because I didn’t know the future.”
Coming to the cornfields
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Refugees skirmish across Hungarian Border on Wednesday.

not wish for European countries to
outbid each other with threats and
that each country should speak to
each other with respect.
Like the volunteers helping to
transport refugees from the Hungarian border to cities in Germany,
Taylor’s Global Engagement Cabinet
(GEC) understands the gravity of the
refugee crisis in Europe. The GEC’s
plan is to gather students to pray for
the refugee crisis.
“There are many displaced refugees
from Syria right now, and we live in a
Taylor bubble, so I would love to see
people know what is going on and

then provide opportunity for them
to do something about it, said Junior
Hannah Schaefer, GEC president. ”
GEC is holding a prayer night on
Sunday at the Memorial Prayer Chapel. The hour-long service will begin at
9 p.m. People will be free to come and
leave as they want.
Schaefer encourages all students to
be part of the prayer night.
“Prayer is just the beginning, not
the end. As Christians, we have the
tendency to pray and not do anything,
but I would like to see people pray
and be moved to action.”
echo@taylor.edu

Constitutional amendments spark protests
Ukrainians flood the
streets in protest of
government sanctions
Joseph Johns
Staff Writer

Far-right nationalist group Svoboda and Ukrainian police forces
clashed in a new string of riots early last week. This conflict represents
a continuation of last year’s unrest
in Ukraine.
The demonstrators that assembled in front of the Ukrainian Parliament building in Kiev protested the
new autonomy amendment to the
Ukrainian Constitution. These autonomy measures would give more
power to the Eastern Donbas region
of Ukraine.
These measures are opposed by
two right wing groups in Ukraine,
known as Svoboda and Pravy
Sektor. The Svoboda party is the
less-violent group urging more
peaceful change, while Pravy Sektor resembles a more violent militia group which has volunteers
fighting in the Eastern Donbas Region. Svoboda is mainly a minority political entity, which holds six
seats in the Ukrainian Parliament,
as opposed to Pravy Sektor, which
uses violence to achieve its goals.
The Svoboda Party Press Service released a public statement condemning the proposed

Constitutional Amendments on
Aug. 31, saying the authorities are
entirely liable for the acts of terror
near the Parliament.
Ukrainian Interior Minister Arsen Avakov reported that one police
officer died of shrapnel wounds and
around 10 more were seriously injured
when a military hand grenade landed
behind the police line.
This development brings into
question the unity and loyalties of
the Ukrainian people, who are weary under the burden of Russian encroachment for the last 18 or so
months. Since the Ukrainian people
refuse to support their own government, the possibility of foreign involvement by nations such as the
United States or United Nations becomes more likely.
This power can be expressed
through a variety of sources ranging from political to economic to
multilateral international treaties
which are funneled through the
U.N. The international option is
the least appealing to those who
want a cessation of hostilities because of the nature of the United
Nations Security Council: all five
permanent Member States must
concur to pass a resolution.
The Russian membership in the socalled P-5 makes a peaceful resolution
much less likely.
Stephen King, head of Taylor’s political science department, referenced

Coming to the cornfields

U.S. political history as a guideline for
whether or not to intervene in the
current Ukraine crisis.
“In a broad sense, I think that we
should look at our own history (and)
consider what we did in Iraq with
good intentions that ultimately led
to negative consequences,” King said.
King thinks that we should, as much
as possible, let Ukraine have its self-determination due to our own history of
fighting to gain our independence from

Photograph provided by Tim Knifton of Flickr.com

A freshman from Ethiopia
begins her journey at Taylor
Features Editor

Photograph by Mindy Wildman

with monitoring the Ukrainian
ceasefire, reports that the latest
agreement signed in Minsk, Belarus in February “has been violated
almost daily.”
This type of blatant disregard
shows that neither side is ready to
lay down their arms and negotiate a
peaceful settlement. Until both sides
are ready to cooperate, it is unlikely
the conflict will cease.
echo@taylor.edu

The streets of Ukraine are filled with rubble after days of protestation.

Gracie Fairfax

Freshman Ruhama Johney Mergia is a new resident of Olson Hall.

the U.K.
The U.S. has been mostly quiet
concerning this specific protest and
opting to wait out the Pro-Russian
aggression, hoping that Russia will
cease hostilities.
Although, as political science professor Nicholas Kerton-Johnson said,
“Russia is not stopping.”
The Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe, a
watchdog organization charged

Coming to the cornfields means a considerable number of miles between
home and school for most students,
but for freshman Ruhama Johney Mergia the move Taylor meant crossing an
ocean. Six weeks ago, Mergia became
the first in her family to leave Ethiopia.
Mergia first heard of Taylor through
missionary friends from Indiana who
lived in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. They
were a second family to Mergia during
their time in Ethiopia and have since
returned to Indiana. When it came
time to take the SAT and she was given the option to send her scores to a
college, Taylor regained her attention.
“I was in grade 11 when I applied, so
it was an early decision,” Mergia said.
After her acceptance, she perused
Taylor’s website and connected with
a recent Ethiopian Taylor graduate,

Kidane Sarko (’15), on Facebook and
through Skype. Sarko, who had graduated with a degree in Mergia’s intended major, was able to give insight into
what classes look like at Taylor.
“I was excited, but I was scared as
well because I’d never been away for
more than a night,” Mergia said. “It was
scary because I didn’t know the future.”
Mergia’s father runs a non-governmental organization (NGO) in Ethiopia that helps single mothers and
provides family empowerment and
marriage counseling. Similarly, her
mother works for another NGO as a
social worker. Evidently, a love for
helping others is in Mergia’s blood.
Despite sharing her parents’ passion
for helping people, this adventurous
daughter is approaching it from a different perspective. She plans to enter
the biology/pre-medicine program
with the hopes of becoming a medical missionary in her home country.
Her interest in the medical field increased after her favorite fourth grade
teacher was diagnosed with brain

cancer. Mergia asked her mom what kind
of doctor heals people with brain cancer.
Her mother replied, “A neurosurgeon.”
“I always wanted to help people
and I loved biology,” Mergia said.
Even after learning how much
schooling the field requires, she still
wants to go into medicine, hoping to attend medical school in the states when
her four years at Taylor come to a close.
While there is far more corn than
she had originally expected, Mergia
cannot wait for the traditions and opportunities that await her, both on
campus and beyond.
“I want to study abroad a lot,” Mergia
said. “Maybe go to Ecuador. I want to do
the Biblical Literature (study trip) in Jerusalem. I want to go on missions’ trips.”
Mergia has two friends from high
school who joined her in her journey
to the States—one in Washington and
one in Pennsylvania—but she’s eager
for all the opportunities that await
her here in the cornfields as she adjusts to life in her new home.
echo@taylor.edu
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RENT-A-PET

Stressed? Don’t fret,
play with a pet
Keeton Yescott
Contributor

Photograph by Mindy Wildman

Taylor has access to a lot of things:
late-night donut shops, relatively good Wi-Fi, and bunches of nice
people. It would be easy to think we
don’t need anything else. But about a
month into the semester, a lonely feeling can start nagging at our hearts—a
feeling that can’t be erased, no matter
what Taylor offers.
The feeling? It’s the absence of animals. If you left your pet at home,
being at school with no furry friends
can be a huge transition. Before you
get too upset about this, I have good
news for you! Thanks to Marion Animal Care and Control, it is now possible to rent a pet for a whole day.
Marion Animal Care and Control gives animals a place to live
until they are adopted or returned
to their owners. The center works
hard to keep animals healthy and attended to, but people who volunteer

their time to play with the animals
are always appreciated.
Most animals at the center are
strays or owner surrenders. Interaction with people is great for the
health of the animals, and playing
with a kitten for the day isn’t too bad
for people, either. Being with animals
is actually proven to help people deal
with depression, anxiety and stress.
It’s a win-win situation: you get
to love on a puppy or a kitten, and
they benefit from a day of human
interaction. Renting a pet is easy.
Just show up at the Care and Control center, located at 1021 E. State
Road 18 in Marion, Indiana (about
30 minutes from campus).
They’re open from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
and you can keep your rented pet all
day. All the Care and Control center
will need from you is a drivers license
so they can scan it—to make sure
you bring the pet back. It is probably a good thing Taylor doesn’t allow
animals in the dorms; otherwise, it
might be tempting to keep it.
Plenty of students have chosen to
take the Marion Animal Care and
Control center up on their offer.
“I really missed my puppy, so I
went to rent one,” senior Taylor Hillegonds said. “The process is super
easy, and it really is a pick-me-up.
Puppies are the best!”
For more adorable puppy pictures, check out the story online.
echo@taylor.edu

Marion Animal Care and Control center pets enjoy Taylor campus.

Photograph by Mindy Wildman

Juniors Annie Hartwig and Caroline Walsh play in a hammock with their new friend.

Taylor time machine
Look back in time at
Taylor in the 1900s

Lindsay Robinson

up until that point in the school’s
first 69 years with a grand total
of 40 students. At that time, Taylor boasted a total of 15 seniors,
eight juniors and 27 sophomores.

Life & Times Co-Editor

As soon as new students walk onto
campus, they are immersed in Taylor history and culture. O-Groups take
selfies with statues, memorize acronyms and learn about the meaning
behind the Rice Bell Tower. History
is preserved in monuments all across
campus and in the publications of
Taylor students from years past, such
as “The Echo” and “The Gem”—Taylor’s old yearbook.
Thanks to Taylor archives and
digital scanning, we can provide
a glimpse into life as a Taylor student in the early 1900s. Surprisingly, not much about Taylor culture
has changed over the years. Looking through the fall 1915 issue of
“The Echo,” we unearthed a couple
of surprising connections between
today’s Taylor students and their
twentieth century counterparts.

Largest Freshmen Class
The class of 1919 became the
largest incoming freshmen class

Taylor students in the 1900s
were just as involved in
on-campus activities and
clubs as students today.

throughout the year.

DC Humor
Don’t be fooled by these students’
serious expressions. Taylor students
back then were just as fun as they
are today. Their inside jokes consisted of dining hall food humor and
odd conversations heard around
campus.
echo@taylor.edu

A century later, this year’s incoming freshmen class is also the largest in Taylor history with a total of
519 students.

Student Involvement
Taylor students in the 1900s
were just as involved in on-campus activities and clubs as students today. Although the number
of students at Taylor was small in
comparison to today’s numbers,
students were heavily involved in
student elections, clubs and other activities. Their student organizations had names like Thalo,
Eureka and Philalethean and hosted a number of campus events

Photograph provided by Taylor Archives

“The Echo” published this set of conversations heard around campus.
Photograph provided by Taylor Archives

A collection of photos from the Taylor class of 1919.

“ With these easy ideas and some
strategic grocery shopping, fighting
against the Freshman Fifteen (and the
Sophomore Seventeen) just got easier.”
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Dorm-friendly food
Healthy cooking on a
college schedule
Sarah Davis

Life & Times Co-Editor

Healthy eating in a dorm is hard. And
when it’s late and willpower has faded, Goldfish and Easy Mac can be
awfully persuasive. But as reliable
as the cheesy classics are, healthier
and more creative ways to eat in your
room do exist. With these easy ideas
and some strategic grocery shopping,
fighting against the Freshman Fifteen
(and the Sophomore Seventeen) just
got easier.

Mac & Cheese Mug
In a jumbo, microwave-safe mug
or bowl, pour a third cup of whole
grain macaroni and about a half
cup of water. Microwave for six
minutes, stirring several times.
Add a heaping third cup of shredded Cheddar Jack cheese and return to the microwave for 30–45
seconds to melt. Stir well and add
a splash of milk. You will notice
there is no sketchy orange powder
involved. That is a good thing.
Reworked Ramen
Believe it or not, one packet of
ramen is actually two servings.
Break off half of that packet and
cook in microwave as normal.
Drain the water, but hold the seasoning. Instead, add steamed veggies and salad dressing for flavor.
To steam the veggies, put them in
a microwave-safe bowl and add
2–3 tablespoons of water. Cover
and microwave for 3–4 minutes.
Add to cooked noodles and top
with a soy ginger sauce or even
your favorite dressing from the
DC. The veggies take a little extra time, but this flavorful snack
is worth it.

Tortilla Pizza
Lay a tortilla on a plate and
spread on tomato sauce. Sprinkle
with mozzarella cheese or reuse
the cheddar jack from the mac &
cheese mug. Add a few basil leaves
to the top if you’re able, and pop
the plate in the microwave. After
45 seconds, or once the cheese has
melted, you’re all set. Easy-cheesy.

PB&J & Banana
This middle school staple makes
for a sweet lunch on the go. All you
need is bread, (the swirly kind is
pretty and whole grain) peanut
butter and your favorite jelly, plus
the ripest DC banana you can find.
Put the slices in your sandwich
and eat it when you’re stressed.
For a quick couple minutes, you’ll
feel like a carefree kid again.
Cold Oatmeal
Nighttime prep can be a hassle,
but you’ll be thankful for this in
the morning. Fill a jar a third of
the way with old-fashioned rolled
oats. Cover with milk and add a
layer of Greek yogurt. Then add
chia seeds and flavoring if desired.
Put a lid on the jar and shake to
combine ingredients. Then add
fruit of your choice (raspberries,
blueberries, bananas, peaches,
etc.) and stir gently. Keep in fridge
overnight and up to two days.
There are lots of different ways to
make this oatmeal, so experiment!
And even if you don’t love the oatmeal, at least everyone will be impressed with your cool jar.
These snacks take some extra
work, but these starters for healthy
dorm eating are quick, cheap and
easy. Get creative! And as much as
you can, resist that ever-enticing,
chemical Easy Mac powder.
echo@taylor.edu

Photograph provided by Google Images

A healthy makeover for not-so-healthy ramen.

The bi-weekly bachelor and bachelorette #TaylorU’s
Victoria
Flores

Seth
Brandle

“Call me. Beep
me. If you wanna
reach me…”

“Maybe I’m spending
too much of my time
starting up clubs
and putting on plays.
I should probably
be trying harder to
score chicks.”

Photograph provided by Victoria Flores

Photograph provided by Seth Brandle

Echograms #TaylorU

TOP
TWEETS
Savannah Chambers @
 Savy_Lynn
got yelled at for using the wrong
plate in the mexican line and
now I’m being told I can’t shower,
brush my teeth, or wash my
hands #tayloru
Sullivan Finlay @hugebluemonster
Wait so who didn’t get engaged
this weekend? #ringbyspring?
#tayloru
abbey vance. @
 abbey_marie95
You know you go to a Christian
college when someone wears
their “communion sweatshirt” to
communion #tayloru
Paul Jacobson @
 pjjacobson
how to spot a freshman at taylor:
they attempt to use the paper
towel dispensers in the library
#tayloru
Andrew Paul Davis @

andrewdavisﬁlm

Selecting ur DC plate based on ur
outﬁt’s color palette #tayloru
Annika Nord @
 annika_nord
I’m more stressed about who I am
going to ask on the ﬁrst pick-adate than the essay that is due
tomorrow that I haven’t started
#taylorU
Alex Huﬀman @A_huﬀ13
Finding an empty room in
Zondervan is like ﬁnding a loyal
Miami Heat fan #TaylorU

@olivviiaa: footballin’ with the pres and
my sisters of 3rd berg #TaylorU

@jay_dubbzzzz: Love these girls. Blessed to share life
with them. #2NE #drivein #tayloru #englishhall

Alisa Schaefer @
 GWG_25
The last “1 minute” on the washer
cycle is well beyond 1 minute.
#tayloru #breu

A&E

“If a mockingbird symbolizes innocence,
consider this mockingbird thoroughly killed.”
To kill a fantasy
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American anthems

Angell’s voice recital
celebrates the sounds
of famous American
composers
Danielle Barnes
Staff Writer

Photograph by Mindy Wildman

Baritone vocalist Angell and accompanist Sheila Todd preparing for the recital.

Music is a universal language that
allows us to feel. It brings us closer
to ourselves and those around us,
subtly influencing every day of our
lives. An old, forgotten melody can
bring back warm memories from
years gone by.
Conor Angell and his accompanist
Sheila Todd hope to inspire those
feelings during the “American Songs”
voice recital this Saturday.
Angell, assistant professor of
music and head of Lyric Theatre,
was busy preparing for this recital long before this semester
began. Angell and Todd, who is

the accompanist for the Taylor
Chorale and the executive director of the Marion Philharmonic,
decided to highlight American
c omp o sers w h o sh are di f fer ent backgrounds and perspectives. These songs range from
th e classical music of Am erican composer Virgil Thomson
to the contemporary poetry of
Lori Laitman.
Other composers to be featured
in the recital include Barber, Bernstein, Rodgers, Sondheim and Weill.
Angell will perform famous Broadway songs like “Marry Me a Little”
from Sondheim’s acclaimed musical, “Company,” as well as a variety
of folk, classical, humorous and sacred pieces.
Creating a song list may seem
like a simple task, but Angell and
Todd spent many hours putting
together the perfect set, keeping
their audience in mind. Angell

in particular chose songs that
might help music students develop ideas for their own future
recitals.
“I try to do new stuff. I pick out different songs and get familiar with
them,” Angell said.
There is always an underlying
message an audience takes with
them after attending a concert. For
this concert, Angell’s main goal is
to leave the audience with a reflection upon life’s experiences and the
power of music.
“I believe that this recital has the
potential to help us see how wonderfully God made this earth, music and all the possibilities for the
things we get to experience in life,”
Angell said.
The “American Songs” voice recital
will take place on Saturday, Sept. 12
at 7:30 p.m. in the Recital Hall. Admission is free.
echo@taylor.edu

Portmanteaux: To kill a fantasy

a fusion of ideas

Art professors combine
pieces at upcoming
art exhibit
Laura Koenig
Staff Writer

A large, stiff leather suitcase opening
down the middle—this is a portmanteau. Words like smog, brunch, infomercial—each a portmanteau.
This seldom-used word expresses the fusion of two contrasting
sides or ideas, and Taylor art professors Joshua Welker and Suzanne Dittenber hope to do just
that. In their upcoming “Portmanteaux” exhibit they will combine
their individual ideas and pieces
of art for the months of September
and October.
There isn’t one theme that binds all
of the art, nor is there one thread that
ties every piece in the show together.
“We are pulling together work of the
moment,” said Dittenber. “We are taking separate ideas and different materials to create a fusion . . . something new.”
Most of the artists’ pieces have
been created since last winter. They
want to display works that are on

the fringes of their practices, showing fresh thought processes and
new interests.
While discussing some of his
pieces, associated with his main
mediums of painting, sculpting
and drawing, Welker hinted at a
few artists who helped him: his
three children, ages three, five
and eight. He hung some paper
and had his little artists draw on
the blank surface.
He described these paintings as
domestic, created at home between
the routine and daily activities of life.
Originally, he just wanted to give his
kids something to do.
“They are always into everything I’m
doing. It made sense to do something
together,” Welker said.
They worked together on the artwork until he took the paper away
and tried to make sense out of the
lines by putting some order into the
chaos of the drawings.
“Everything truly productive and
fruitful comes out of a place where
there is a balance between chaos and
order. In nature, if there is too much
chaos, then everything falls apart,
and if there is too much order all you

Photograph provided by Josh Welker

One of Welker’s selected paintings to be displayed in the exhibit.

get is repetition,” Welker said. “The
challenge is keeping it right where
the two meet and intermingle.”
Apart from working with his kids’
drawings, Welker also created drawings and collages of pictures from
old fashion magazines. The images display the do’s and don’ts of the
fashion world.
Dittenber, whose main mediums
include oil paintings and drawing,
also experimented with new subjects by creating oil paintings of
books and magazines suspended
above water. She decided to study
different interactions with water
when she noticed the relaxing nature as well as the tension between
the two subjects.
Inspired by American abstract
Photograph by Melissa Bailey of Flickr.com
painter Agnes Martin, Dittenber
Harper Lee’s previously unpublished manuscript surprises and challenges audiences.
worked extensively with grids, using
them throughout the structures in
her paintings.
A review of summer’s
In “Mockingbird,” six-year-old
“I’ve been thinking a lot about that most controversial novel
Scout idolized her father, placing
structure of the grid in my work and
him on a pedestal. Now, she wrestles
it’s coming into my paintings in the
Zack Taylor
with the repercussions of Atticus’ fall
form of lines in a book or the geomfrom grace and realizes that her faContributor
etry or right angles of a magazine or
ther, like every other human, is deeply
book. Grids are also coming into the It’s been more than fifty years since flawed. If a mockingbird symbolizes
paintings I’m making of windows,” Harper Lee published her beloved innocence, consider this mockingDittenber said.
classic, “To Kill a Mockingbird,” and bird thoroughly killed.
we have been under the spell of little
“Watchman” reads like the first
Scout
and
her
kindhearted
lawyer-fadraft
it is. It’s not the well-crafted
“Everything truly productive
ther Atticus ever since.
masterpiece we were hoping for
and fruitful comes out of a
However, in 2015 an ambiguous and I’m not sure if it should even
place where there is a balance
manuscript written decades ago and be considered canonical. But the
between chaos and order.”
titled “Go Set a Watchman” was dis- characterization is expertly done,
covered and the Internet exploded.
and fans of the first book will deDittenber uses the world around
Despite the manuscript’s sur- light in the flashback scenes; one
her as her inspiration.
rounding controversy, it remains in particular had me laughing out
“My inspiration would be experienc- clear that Harper Lee was aston- loud and brought me back to the
es I see in my life that resonate with ishingly ahead of her time. Given joy I experienced reading “Mockme emotionally or strike me as a po- the cultural context of the summer ingbird” the first time.
tential subject matter.”
In 1960, Harper Lee asked us to
of 2015, a season of contentious SuEven though the two profes- preme Court decisions and heat- empathize with a social recluse and
sors have a wide variety of pieces, ed debates on racial equality and a black man falsely accused of sexuthey are still unsure which ones “Southern pride,” this novel could al assault. In 2015, she asks us to do
are going to be in the show. This not have been published at a bet- something harder: to empathize with
week, they co-curated each other’s ter time.
a racist. Evil men can do good. Good
work—meaning that they looked
Critics of the new novel lamented men can do evil.
at each other’s pieces and decid- the fact that dear Atticus, perhaps
In a didactic conclusion, the book
ed which ones to include in the ex- the personification of “white savior contends that everyone’s watchman,
position. The final presentation of complex,” turns out to have a racist their conscience, must guide their acthe show is still a mystery to them. streak. They claim that this is not the tions. We may not agree with them,
Because of the unorthodox struc- same version of Atticus they know but we need to figure out how to reture of the show, “Portmanteaux” and love. He must have lost his tol- act in love. We grew up with Scout
is open to the viewers’ interpreta- erance in old age.
and the black-and-white reality we retions, but each artist hopes that
I beg to differ. Atticus racist? Of member is now replaced with messy
the people have the chance to pon- course he’s racist. Atticus is a white shades of gray.
der life.
man in 1950s Alabama. He defends
Everyone who enjoyed “MockAccording to Dittenber, “We want helpless Tom Robinson out of noth- ingbird” should read “ Watcha beautiful show that challenges peo- ing more than his love of the law and man.” Love it or hate it, the book
ple to look at their world from a dif- a patronizing sense of duty.
will add a new layer of complexiferent perspective.”
In “ Watchman,” readers will ty meant to challenge the reader’s
Portmanteaux will be open from strongly identify with Scout, now perception of true racial equality
Sept. 17 to Oct. 13. An exhibit clos- going by Jean Louise, as she returns and the heroes we choose to idoling reception with an artist lecture to Maycomb as an adult and grap- ize. The questions raised are just
will be held on Oct. 13 at 6 p.m. in ples with the same sense of discon- as relevant now as the day they
Metcalf.
tinuity that many readers might be were penned.
experiencing.
echo@taylor.edu
echo@taylor.edu

OPINIONS
Scavenging sources
No reporting is entirely unbiased, and the
way tragedies are covered affects how those
listening react to and remember the events.
Behind the (news) camera
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On the necessity of context
Emily Brokaw
Contributor

Photograph provided by Google Images

Martin Luther King, Jr. is still respected today as a great Civil Rights activist and pacifist.

When we meet someone with an opposing view, our immediate instinct
is to reason them to our side. Often
what is needed to clinch the argument is the right quote from the
right person. Or, in many cases, the
right misquote.
In last week’s article, “Victory in
Violence,” I found myself reacting
most strongly not to the subject
matter but to the quotes used to support the author’s position. As with
any opinions article, the goal was to
convince the audience of the validity
of the author’s perspective.
Martin Luther King, Jr. is undoubtedly one of the most respected sources on racial injustice. He is
renowned for his civil rights work,
his moving speeches and his action
in protest of the unjust treatment of
his fellow black Americans. King’s
words still hold sway today in debates about race.
He also spoke out strongly against
violence. In his book “Where Do We
Go from Here: Chaos or Community?”
he said, “The beauty of nonviolence
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Aug. 26, Moneta, West Virginia. Alison
Parker, a reporter for local news station WDBJ, stood interviewing businesswoman Vicki Gardner. Adam
Ward manned the camera, unseen.
Suddenly, gunshots—eight of them.
The camera toppled as the two women sprinted away, but as it fell, it showed
a glimpse of a man holding a handgun:
the shooter, Bryce Williams, a former employee of the station. WDBJ’s viewers sat
confused and horrified as the scene unfolded live on their television screens.
Word of the killings spread and news
networks across the world were faced
with covering a highly personal tragedy.
As a whole, they did it with a thoughtfulness and tact that should be exercised in
coverage of all tragedies.
Networks immediately showed signs of
caution. The WDBJ footage aired hourly
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on CNN until midday, but other major
news networks such as MSNBC and Fox
News refrained from broadcasting the
video entirely. This was the first phase
of coverage.
Reporters filled in the background as
the story became clear: the second phase.
The killer contacted ABC News and faxed
them a manifesto detailing his reasoning;
ABC printed excerpts and scanned images of the document. News outlets ran
profiles detailing William’s feelings of ostracism. He wasn’t the only one getting
screen time, however. The BBC and other news sources also profiled the victims
and their families.
And then began the third, most interesting phase, almost as extensive as the
coverage of the shooting itself: Reflections on how and why news outlets chose
to cover the shootings, the shooter and
the victims the way they did.
Critics accused CNN of sensationalizing the murders by broadcasting the footage, and angry letters condemned NPR for
playing audio clips.
Articles blasted ABC for publishing

Copy Editor

97.

That’s the number of days I have left
here at Taylor. I’m graduating early,
and I’m absolutely terrified. Luckily,
I’m not the only one in the boat shipping out this December. A surprisingly large number of students choose to
graduate at a time other than May. In
fact, last year alone, 58 students graduated mid-year. Some are students
finishing early. Others are staying for
an extra semester or two past the traditional four years.
Graduation is a big deal. Leaving
early can be tough decision for some.
I can’t speak for every student who
graduates mid-year, but I want to offer some insight into why I chose the
timeline I did and some of the struggles I’ve faced because of it.
It wasn’t actually a hard choice
for me. I’m majoring in Professional Writing, which only requires 47
credit hours for a Bachelor’s degree.
I came in with nine credits. I’ve taken

full course loads every semester, plus
classes over J-term and a four-credit
practicum during one summer. This
semester, I only needed to take five
classes to meet the 128-credit requirement, so early graduation was
a realistic option.
The financial benefit is a nice perk,
but the job market was the real reason I decided to graduate early. I’ll
be applying for jobs months before
the influx of spring graduates start
looking for employment. I’m eager
to get out there and start my career,
especially after an incredible internship experience.
Even though early graduation was
a simple choice for me, it hasn’t been
easy in practice. We who graduate
mid-year face a unique set of challenges. The most obvious drawback is that
we’ll miss out on half of our last year at
college, but, to be completely honest,
that doesn’t really bother me. I’m not
one for social events.
Senior year traditionally consists
of two semesters, and I’ve noticed
that people approach them differently. The first semester is full of excitement, potential, and a little bit
of nostalgia. The second semester
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is that in its own way and in its own
time it seeks to break the chain reaction of evil.”
So naturally, I questioned the validity of quoting him in a piece endorsing the use of violence. Instead
of formulating an opinion about the
topic itself, I was distracted by the
misuse of King’s words.
King was an adamant pacifist—so
much so that his pacifism created a
rift between his generation and the
younger generation of civil rights
activists. However, King’s words
from “Letter from Birmingham Jail”
were used in last week’s article as if
he had resigned himself to the necessity of violence in some circumstances. When one examines the
letter in its entirety, it is plain that
his stance is not one of resignation.
If space permitted, I would quote the
whole letter.
It is impossible to summarize everything he said, but in regards to
this one point, King makes it clear
that he is not resigned to violence.
Rather, he defines his position as the
middle ground between two forces:
one of complacency and the other “of bitterness and hatred, and it
comes perilously close to advocating violence.”

Throughout all of King’s writing,
his stance as a pacifist is perfectly
clear. His writing and speeches reflect that. He states in “Where Do
We Go from Here: Chaos or Community?” that “returning violence
for violence multiplies violence. . . .
Therefore I will continue to follow
this method because I think it is the
most practically sound and morally excellent way for the Negro to
achieve freedom.”
Picking out certain words and inserting them into a context vastly different than the original is misuse and
misinformation. But this habit is not
limited solely to this one article. Every
day we encounter news articles, blog
posts, lectures, and videos that present information from credible and
respected sources. But how many of
these mediums accurately represent
their sources’ contexts?
In any of the many debates we encounter today, we might be swayed
one way or the other by the experts
quoted on each side of the argument. Since this is the case, it is
important that we know whether or
not the sources have been cut and
pasted together to suit the opinion
of the author.

excerpts from Williams’ manifesto,
pointing to Williams’ praise of mass
murders such as the Virginia Tech shooter. Williams, they said, clearly wanted
similar notoriety for himself, and publicizing his twisted reasons might fuel
similar disgruntled people to become
copycat murderers.
It was not, however, a one-sided conversation. News outlets wrote about how
difficult it is to cover the deaths of people
within your own industry. There were articles responding to the aforementioned
angry letters, some justifying and others
apologizing for the ways the networks
covered the story.
In other words, both those creating
and those consuming the news thought
about the way coverage shapes stories
and how they are remembered.
But this isn’t the case with every story.
News coverage often tells one side of the
story, or at least presents a clear agenda.
For example, FOX News has relentlessly portrayed Kim Davis as a woman
standing up for her religious rights, rather than, say, an elected official refusing to
perform a service of her office. Stories of
police brutality tend to focus on the dead
and what they were doing that led them
to be shot, choked, or bounced around

in the back of a police transport, with an
undertone of “they had it coming.”
Other times, outlets chase drama—
whatever draws the most clicks. In the
wake of the Boston Marathon bombing, news outlets drew criticism for their
slideshows full of gruesome images. After the Aurora and Fort Hood shootings,
the media focused on the unhinged
gunmen rather than the victims, giving criminals the sort of exposure Williams clearly craved when he shot his
former colleagues.
No reporting is entirely unbiased, and
the way tragedies are covered affects how
those listening react to and remember
the events. I’d encourage those reading
this piece to think about why reporters
choose the angles they do; why news outlets include certain details but omit others; why some stories fall into obscurity
immediately but others erupt.
This example of fair, thoughtful coverage provides a rare glimpse into the workings behind the news. We should learn
from it and become more thoughtful and
critical consumers. Let’s also hope the
media’s treatment of the Virginia shootings is a harbinger of more transparent
and careful coverage of future tragedies..
echo@taylor.edu

is when stress, panic and worry set
in. Mid-year graduates are in an
awkward position. While last year’s
seniors worried through their last semester, I felt excitement. And while
this year’s seniors look forward to the
future, I’m panicking.
The worst part about being a midyear graduate is the strange isolation. I
don’t fit in with the people who graduated last spring or those who will graduate next May. I’m stuck somewhere
in the middle. I’m starting to look for
jobs while my other senior friends are
settling in for the year. I’m trying make
meaningful connections with the people I’ll soon be leaving, and they’re
more focused on having fun before
the semester gets too busy.

It might seem like I’m contradicting
myself, but being a senior is confusing.
I’m both excited and scared; it’s like a
big knot of emotions.
I encourage you to find those friends
who are graduating during the year
and might be feeling like me. Take
them out for coffee or meet them for
lunch. Ask them how they’re doing
and if there’s anything you can do to
help. Pray for them as they get ready to
start their life after college. Give them
a hug or a piece of chocolate when
they’re busy or stressed. I know I’d appreciate those things and I think other mid-year graduates would too. But
mostly, just be aware that they aren’t
going to be here much longer.
echo@taylor.edu

Photograph provided by Flickr user Mark Ramsay

Graduating mid-year makes practical sense but can leave students feeling isolated.

Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to
liz_syson@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5 p.m. Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.

TROJAN NATION

“There was no better feeling than watching it go
in and running over to our bench clearing onto
the field.”
33-yard miracle
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Senior Justin Keys celebrates after rushing for a touchdown
in Saturday’s game against Anderson.

Taylor keeps
Wagon Wheel
Tro ja n s di spl ay
fundamental football

punt to earn a safety. The Trojan offense built off their 2–0 lead when
freshman quarterback Everett Pollard
Lincoln Reed
connected with senior wide receiver
Shawn Lashbrook for a 21-yard touchSports Editor
down with under four minutes to play.
Taylor football trounced Anderson Anderson scored a field goal at the end
University on Saturday with a score of of the first quarter to set the score at
51–10 in the final Wagon Wheel game. 9–3 in favor of the Trojans.
The first quarter remained scoreless
Taylor dominated the remaining
until the 6:20 mark when sophomore three quarters with a display of funDovi Gamble blocked an Anderson damental football. Pollard threw for

214 total yards with two aerial scores
and one rushing touchdown in his
collegiate debut.
“I definitely have to give credit
to the offensive line,” Pollard said.
“They gave me a lot of time back
there when we wanted to throw the
ball. Our receivers have really been
putting in the work. It showed because you could tell that they were in
a different league than their corners,
which made it really easy for me.”
After Pollard left the game, junior
quarterback Wilson Alexander went
to work by completing a 25-yard
touchdown pass to senior wide receiver Caleb Nicley. Senior Justin
Keys led the Trojans with 70 yards
rushing and one touchdown. Other
rushing touchdowns came from junior running backs Richardson Giordani and Tim Barrett. Senior wide
receiver Mike Miller led the Trojans
with 55 yards receiving.
A formidable defense complemented Taylor’s aggressive offense.
The Trojans allowed only three
points in the first three quarters.
“We brought a lot of intensity and
flew around to the ball and we had
a lot of fun,” said senior defensive
lineman Jake Venable. “You play well
when you have fun.”
Venable snatched two fumbles
during Saturday’s game while seniors
Nathaniel Ryan and Adam Sauder and
sophomore Cameron Gray led the Trojans with six tackles each. A pair of interceptions came from Gamble and
freshman Tyler Gerig. Junior Jeremy
Ramirez had two sacks while senior
Blake Wheeler and sophomore Darius Stanley each picked up one sack.
Taylor’s 51–10 finish against Anderson in the final Wagon Wheel game
was Taylor who marked the first
tally of second half. In the 69th
minute, senior Giovanny Guthro
toed a pass to freshman Jeremiah
Rader who sailed it past St. Catharine’s keeper to knot the game
at one.

“When we
won the free
kick, there was
nothing to lose.”
Photograph by Fayth Glock

Sophomore Lewis Nisbet swipes the ball from a St. Catharine defender.

33-yard miracle
Men’s s o ccer defeats
St. Catharine with
a dramatic goal

Turner Stadium.
Taylor controlled the first 25
minutes of play by firing two incomplete shots while holding
Kyle Keck
St. Catharine to zero attempts.
But in the 30th minute, the PaSports Writer
triots blazed the back of the net
The Taylor men’s soccer team with a strike to take a 1–0 lead
sent St. Catharine packing Fri- into halftime.
day night after winning 2–1 in draWhile both teams missed oppormatic fashion under the lights at tunities after the intermission, it

Women’s golf
sets new record
Taylor sets bar high for the season
Casey Allen
Contributor

The Taylor women’s golf team had
a record-breaking performance last
weekend at the Indiana Wesleyan
Fall Invitational. The team finished
the two-round tournament with an
overall score of 676 and tied for fourth
with the host team, Indiana Wesleyan, in the 12-team field.
The team broke its previous record
with a low score of 339 during the first
round and broke it again in the second
round with an even lower score of 337.
“It’s really encouraging to see our
scores continue to get lower and
lower,” junior Libby Hansen said.
“I’m confident that, with the help
of our new freshman class, we’ll be
breaking that record multiple times

this season.”
The Trojans’ head coach, Julie
Flores, was also pleased with the
team’s outcome. Flores has high expectations for this season’s outcome
after the team set the bar high early
in the season.
“It’s really exciting because we continue to break records,” Flores said.
“I think it’s only going to get better.
We plan on continuing this streak of
breaking records every time we go
out,” Flores said.
The golf team is growing in size
as quickly as it is improving in skill.
Women’s golf has more than five
players for the first time this season
with the addition of three new freshmen. Flores would like to increase
the team’s size from six players to between 10 and 12 in the next few years.

Subscribe to The Echo
The Echo is a weekly newspaper with news, editorials, photographs,
and features. You can keep up with issues and events on campus
by ordering a subscription online at http://bit.ly/1xDyFqw

Emotions ran high once the
game was tied. St. Catharine attempted three shots in the closing 20 minutes, but aggressive
play gave Taylor a free kick approximately 30 yards out. The Trojans
gave the reins to sophomore Lewis
Nisbet, setting the stage for a potential game-winning goal.
“When we won the free kick, there
was nothing to lose,” Nisbet said.
“We were going into overtime and
the clock was running down fast.
I placed the ball and was able to
check and see I had maybe 12 seconds to get the ball off of my foot
and into the goal.”
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means that the Wagon Wheel will remain in the Trojans’ possession indefinitely. Taylor looks to continue
their fundamental approach moving
forward into conference play against
Saint Francis.
“It’s going to be a new opponent, kind Football
of a whole new template, and we’ve got
to play complete football like we did Schedule
9/12 Saint Francis 7:00 P.M.
this week,” said head coach Ron Korf- _______________________________________
macher. “But it’s going to be a different battle for that . . . . It’s going to be Men’s Cross Country
a 60-minute battle, all four quarters, Schedule
very deep into the roster.”
9/11 Indiana Wesleyan Invite (A) 5:45 P.M.

PREVIEW

_______________________________________

“You play well
when you
have fun.”

Men’s Golf
Schedule

9/11 Battle at Blackthorn (A) 12:00 P.M.
9/12 Battle at Blackthorn (A) 9:00 A.M.
9/14 Indiana Wesleyan Fall Invitational (A) 9:00 A.M.
_______________________________________

Taylor takes on conference opponent Saint Francis tomorrow
in their opening game in the Mid- Men’s Soccer
States Football Association Mideast Schedule
League. Kickoff is at 7 p.m. at Turn- 9/12 Robert Morris 1:00 P.M.
9/16 Madonna (A) 4:00 P.M.
er Stadium.
_______________________________________
echo@taylor.edu

Men’s Tennis

The Echo Sports
NEWS, STORIES AND PHOTOS
www.theechonews.com/sports

Schedule

9/12 Huntington 10:00 A.M.
9/12 Adrian 3:00 P.M.
9/15 Saint Francis 4:00 P.M.
9/17 ITA Regionals (A) TBA
_______________________________________

Volleyball
Schedule

9/11 Spring Arbor (A) 7:00 P.M.
9/16 Grace (A) 7:00 P.M.
_______________________________________

Women’s Cross Country
Schedule

9/11 Indiana Wesleyan Invite (A) 5:00 P.M.
_______________________________________

Women’s Golf
After much anticipation, Nisbet netted the shot after bending
it into the upper right portion of
the goal. The Trojan bench erupted as the deflated Patriots walked
off the field.
“There was no better feeling than
watching it go in and running over
to our bench clearing onto the
field,” Nisbet said.
Not only was the goal a game-winner, but the score marked Nisbet’s
fourth goal in four games.
Entering the match, Nisbet was
the Crossroads League Offensive
Player of the Week. As a sophomore, Nisbet admits himself that
he has become accustomed to the
college level of play.
“I’m definitely playing with more
confidence after getting a year of
college experience under my belt,”
Nisbet said. “I think this year could
be a really prosperous one for
the program.”
With both goals coming from underclassmen, it is clear that Taylor
relies on its youth. Of the seniors
on the team, none have been fouryear starters. Although youth can
be a team’s demise, head coach

Schedule

9/11 Battle at Blackthorn (A) 12:00 P.M.
9/12 Battle at Blackthorn (A) 9:00 A.M.
_______________________________________

Women’s Soccer
Schedule

9/11 Indiana Tech 7:00 P.M.
_______________________________________

Women’s Tennis
Schedule

9/12 Huntington (A) 10:00 A.M.
9/12 Adrian 3:00 P.M.
9/15 Saint Francis 4:00 P.M.
9/17 ITA Regionals (A) TBA

Gary Ross is pleased with how his
team has performed with varying
levels of experience.
“They have had to work hard
and push themselves to earn their
spots,” Ross said. “It’s created a
culture where coachability and
hard work are valued and when
young guys step up, it simply reinforces what we are teaching.”
The 2–2–1 Trojans look to take on
Robert Morris University tomorrow at 1 p.m. at Turner Stadium.
echo@taylor.edu

Although hard work and practice
are important to their program, the
team’s ultimate objective is putting
Christ first. They strive to do this
by exemplifying five core values: Integrity, Unity, Passion, Diligence
and Appreciation.
“I do believe that our girls are here
at Taylor for the Lord and golf is just
a bonus,” Flores said. “Their relationship with the Lord carries over onto
the golf course.”
The team is back in action this
weekend at Bethel for the Battle at
Blackthorn Invitational today at 12
p.m. and tomorrow at 8 a.m.
echo@taylor.edu

Photograph from TU Athletic Department website

Junior Brittany Pfaff follows through after her approach shot.

Athlete of the Week

Everett Pollard
Year

Sophomore (RS Freshman)

Hometown

Atlanta, Georgia

Position

Quarterback

Favorite quote

Clear Eyes, Full Heart, Can’t Lose

Funniest teammate

Tyler Mills

Favorite pump up song

“The Humpty Dance,” by Digital Underground

Photograph by Fayth Glock

